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Abstracts: Chromium is one of the unessential heavy metal that makes high toxicity in the plants. The aim of
this study was assaying the changes that come from toxicity of (Cr ) on some biochemical, physiological and6+

ionic specification of Brassica napus variety sari flower. The tests were conducted at hydro ionic conditions
and at 0, 25, 50, 75  and 100 µm of K CrO  with four replicaates in completely randomized design. In the presence2 4

of chromium, the weight of dry arial and root pieces of herb body, total chlorophyll, potassium and calcium of
leaves, proline and dissolved sugar in body and aerial parts were measured. The results showed that chromium
usually accumulate in root, while a little amount of it moves to leaves. By accumulating of chromium, the
dissolved sugar in root and aerial part significantly raised, while weight of dry aerial part reduced when compare
with control. Dry weight of root and calcium content of leaves significantly reduced in all treatment unless in
test with 25 µm of K CrO . Total chlorophyll and potassium of leaves showed significant reduction in compare2 4

to control. proline of root also increased by induce in toxicity of Cr, while prolin of aerial part decreased
significantly unless in test by 25 µm of K CrO . Accumulation of chromium in root and high amount of2 4

dissolved sugar and proline in different parts of plant could be considered as defensive effect to toxicity of
chromium.
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INTRODUCTION has several oxidations forms that 3and 6 of them is more

Problem of pollution with heavy metal has been is the most toxic chromium which is seen as chromate or
increased in last decade. Heavy metals are of pollutant of ox ionic di chromate [4]. Chromium is less adverted than
soil which their accumulation in the soils and absorption Pb, Cd and Hg by botanists. Complication in electronic
by plants could make toxicity in plants or human that feed structure of this element is one of problems to resolve
from those plants [1]. Accumulation of heavy metals in mechanism of toxicity of it in plants. The effects of toxicity
the soils can change agricultural specification of the soils of chromium (Cr) are include of reducing in productivity
such as capacity of cationic exchange, reduce in amount and growth of root and aerial parts of plants which is
of usable sulphate and phosphate by plants, cause caused by reducing in photosynthesis, limiting of enzyme
chemical change and reduce in activity of microbes of soil. activities and inducing action of mutants [5]. It has been
These all could have an effect on physiological and reported that toxicity with Cr cause acute reducing in
biochemical characteristics of plants [2]. Some heavy leave surface and biomass in plants, burning of top and
metals such as chromium, lead, mercury and cadmium; margin of leaves and reducing their growth speed,
specially  in large amount; could affects on growth and inhibiting in growth of aerial parts, reducing action of
productivity of plants. The important source of heavy alpha-amylase enzyme, acute reducing in germination,
metals in soils is from stones of geological periods. inhibition in photosynthesis systems, acute reducing in
Another source of heavy metals is industrial activities like water leaves potential and respiration speed and
extraction and purification of inorganic stones, metal malfunction in numerous system of nutrient elements
paltering, producing of fuel and energy and use of absorption [6]. Compounds of chromium are very toxic for
pesticide and dung [3]. Chromium (Cr) is 7  element in plants and make harm to growth and development ofth

earth and is in 6th group of periodic table. This element plants. Induce in environmental amount of chromium have

common and stable in environment.6 capacity chromium
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reduced in pure length of root, dry weight and induce in week, watering was done with Hugland feed solution (0.5)
diameter  of  rice  root  [7].  In corn, adding small amount for two week. The same plant were separated from sandy
of K CrO  in growth environment of plant has reduced base and transferred to dishes with Hugland feed2 4

flowers  of  plant, weight of seeds, performance, fixation solution. Each dishes contain of one liter feed solution
of  co ,  action  of  Calvin  cycle enzyme and absorbance and six plants.2

of  nutrient  elements like P, N, Ca, Cu, Zn, Mo, Mg, Fe
and K [8]. It has been shown that reduce in K, P, N Treatments of Cr and Condition of Cultivation Medium:
elements in leaves of small plant of rice which has been Treat with Cr was done by adding K Cr O  in amount of
caused  by  chromium could reduce in cellular dividing 0,25,10,35,100 µm to feed solution of Hugland 0.5. Each
and  development  of  root, inhibition of its permeability test  was  conducted in four repeats.The pH adjusted in
[9] chromium is a metal with high toxicity and entrance of 7.5 for feed solutions. All tests conducted in room
it  to food cycle is of concern. Negative effect of this condition with night/day temperature of 18.26°C, humidity
metal  on  biologic  actions  of  soils,  metabolism of 15-70%, period of dark and bright of 6 to 18 hour and
plants, health of human and animals has caused many power of light in 7000 lux. Aeration g of plants was done
scientists to study behavior of this metal and related for two hours in a day and refreshing of feed solution was
health prospective in environment and its effects on done twice a week.. Daily evaporating of solution repaired
physiology  and  biochemical aspects of agricultural by adding of distilled water. All roots and aerial part of
plants  [10].  Although this metal is not essential for plant were separated from each other and washed with
plants  development,  but  easily  absorbed by epiderm deionized distilled water.
and root of plants and then enter to wood tissue from Samples used for estimating plant growth were dried
internal or external membrane [11]. Several physiological in temperature about 70°c for 48 hours and weighted with
studies have been conducted to find plants that have digital balance sartarius BP315 with ±0.001 accuracy.
specific in tolerance and accumulation of heavy metals
and evaluating of physiological and biochemical tolerance Measurement of Proline of Root and Aerial Part and
of these heavy metals [12]. Among different type of plant, Total Chlorophyll of Leaves: Measurement of proline was
it is possible to find considerable response and done following method [13]. In this method, 0.5 g of wet
physiologic methods of plants to chromium. Moreover, plant (root and aerial part that separated from each other
today  because  of high rate of population growth and mixed with 2ml of ninhydrine reagent and 2 ml of glacial
making a lot organic waste and high demand for acetic acid added) was grinded with 10 ml of 3%
agricultural products, consumption of organic fertilizers sulphosalsilic acid then this solution was incubated in
and pesticides has been increased. It could caused 100°C for 60 minutes. They were then placed in cold water
contamination  of   soil   and  induce amount of heavy bathroom and after adding of 4ml of toluene, the
metals like chromium in the soils. Hence, study of some absorbance was read at 520 nm with spectrophotometer
biochemical and physiological specific of tolerance to this shimadzu UV 160A Japan. The amount of proline was then
toxic and heavy metal is important. This study has been obtained by standard curve. Total chlorophyll of leaves
assigned to study toxicity of chromium on some was also measured after mixing of fresh tissues of leaves
physiologic specifications and biochemical changes and with 80% acetone using spectrophotometer shimadzu UV
evaluate tolerance of one type of Brassica napus L. to mini-1240 at 645 and 634 nanometer [14].
chromium in the hydroionic environment and in the room
condition. Measurement of Soluble Sugar in Root and Aerial Parts:

MATERIALS AND METHODS sulfuric method [15]. In this method, 10 ml of ethanol 30%

Plant Material and Cultivation Condition: Healthful seeds placed in refrigerator for one week in order to separate the
of Brassica napus L. variety sarigol were obtained from soluble sugars. Then, by taking of 0.5 ml of aerial solution
Institute of cultivation and development of oil seeds. and 1ml of root solution, 2ml of distilled water was added
They  were  sterilized  with sodium hypochlorite 20% for to them. By adding of 1ml of 5% phenol and 5 ml
5 minute and washed with sterile water. Sterile seeds were concentrated sulfuric acid, absorbance was read at 485mn
transferred to sandy soil medium to sow for one week. with spectrophotometer and finally sugar of samples was
Watering was done with distilled water. From second calculated with standard curve.

2 2 7

Amount of soluble sugars was measured with phenol acid

was added to 0.1 g dry material of tissues of plant and
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Measurement of Cr in Root and Aerial Parts: Measuring of proline in root and aerial part of plant shows
Measurement of Cr in the root and aerial part of plant was that inducing in amount of k cr o  increase the amount of
done with atomic absorbance method. 0.5 g of dry material proline, however the increase in the root was more than
of plant was putted in 10ml of concentrated nitric acid aerial part in all treatment except 25 µm (Tables 1 and 2).
solution and warmed to remove all gases of it. The volume By inducing of toxicity of Cr in medium, amount of soluble
of solution was made to 50ml and then, filtered with paper sugars of root and aerial parts increased. This increase
filter. Amount of Cr was measured by Atomic absorption was  meaningful  between  control  and  test plants
device model Varian Speetr AA200. (Tables 1 and 2).

To determine concentration of ion, standard solution
injected to the device before measuring and standard DISCUSSION
curve was drown and unknown concentration of solution
was measured with software of device (spectr AA) [16]. According to the results, by increase in

Measuring of K and Ca of Leaves: The solution was dry root and aerial parts of plant significantly reduced.
prepared by use of burning digest method, so that dry Heavy metals reduce development and growth of plants
plant samples were burned in furnace with 550°C by acute decrease in photosynthesis and movement of
temperature  for  8  hours  and  mixed with 2M Hcl. photosynthesis products and cellular dividing [19].
Amount of k was measured with film photometry [17] Toxicity with heavy metals is one of the factors that
while Ca was measured with titration method [18]. inhibit growth of root in plants. Determination the amount

Statistical Analysis: All of experiments were carried out or nutrition around the root, so decrease in growth of root
in completely randomized design and results were effect other growth activity [20]. It has been shown that
subjected to ANOVA and Duncan with 1% of possibility. the toxicity of Cr make acute decrease in growth of aerial
All of analysis were done with SAS software version9. part which is caused by inhibition of cellular division and

RESULTS with chromium cause the reducing in dry weight and

In the plants treated with K Cr O , toxic symptoms nutrition absorption and affect on physiologic process2 2 7

was shown as yellowish and dark brown spots on surface like photosynthesis and transpiration and inhibit growth
and acute burning in top of leaves especially in treatment of other part of plant. It has also been reported that Cr
of 100 µm. The weight of root and aerial part was inhibits the activity of nitrate reductase enzyme. It could
statistically reduced by inducing in amount of Cr reduce the fixation of nitrogen which decrease the
(probability  of  1%).  Reducing  in weight of dry aerial entrance of nitrogen into organic compound like proteins
part of control and test plants was meaningful in and nucleic acids. Nitrogen is an important and essential
probability of 1%. Dry root of test plant was statistically element that any changes in its amount can acutely inhibit
reduced in all treatment with K CrO unless in 25 µm the growth of plant [21]. It has been shown that reducing2 4

between (Tables 1 and 2). Chlorophyll of total leaves weigh of root and aerial part of bean is due to malfunction
reduced with induce of Cr in environment. The treated in absorption of nutrient and water [22]. Result of this
plants showed statistical reduction of chlorophyll when study also shows that chlorophyll of total leaves has
compare with control plants (Tables 1 and 2). Amount of significantly been reduced by increase in Cr
k and ca of leaves reduced by inducing of toxicity of concentration. Heavy metals damage biosynthesis of
K Cr O . This reduction was statistically meaningful proteins of LHCII complexes by inhibition at transcription2 2 7

between control and other tests in all treatment except of levels. Reducing in amount of chlorophyll and
25 µm (Tables 1 and 2). Accumulation of Cr in root and photosynthesis by heavy metals like Cr has been reported
aerial part of plant was along with inducing in in plants like bean, wheat and corn [23]. Cr inhibit activity
concentration of it in environment. Accumulation of Cr in of some chlorophyll synthesizing enzymes like delta
root was significantly more than aerial parts of plant. amino levulinic acid dehydratase (ALAD) and proto
Analysis  of  variance  shows  that   accumulation in chlorophilide reduectase. Decrease in ALAD enzyme
aerial and ground parts are significant (Tables 1 and 2). cause  reduces  in   amount   of   porphobilinogen   that  is

2 2 2

concentration  of K Cr O  in the medium, the weight of2 2 7

of water and nutrition for plant is done by volume of soil

damage to the root systems [6]. It seems that the toxicity

development of roots. It reduce the level of water and
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Table 1: ANOVA of effect of treatments on measured parameters 

Root Airy organ’s Proline in Aerial Dry Dry
soluble soluble aerial Proline Roots organs Leaves Leaves Leaves weight weight of

SOV d.f sugar sugar organs in root chromium chromium calcium potassium chlorophyll of root aerial organs

Treatment 4 45/91 32/43 32/21 45/71 3064/90 387/72 71/23 29/69 0/039 17/40 30/26** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

Error 15 2/42 1/17 1/13 2/88 31/14 14/21 1/91 0/067 0/004 1/81 2/18

Table 2: Average of measured parameters in different levels of chromium

Different concentration of chromium (micro molar)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Measured parameters 0 (control) 25 50 75 100

Dry weight of airy organs (mg in herb) 30/1a 27/2b 25/4bc 22/8cd 17/3d
Root’s dry weight (mg in herb) 14/439a 13/26a 10/66b 7/60c 6/12d
Chlorophyl’s of entire leaves (mg in malit) 0/48a 0/44b 0/30c 0/29d 0/22e
Leave’s potassium mg in gr of dry weight 18/29a 12/86b 10/37c 5/40d 4/21a
Leave’s calcium (mg in gr of dry weight) 15/46a 14/21a 10/07b 6/59c 3/08d
Airy organ’s choromium µgr in gr of dry weight) 45/70a 69/15b 81/49b 97/72b 121/27c
Root’s choromium (µgr in gr of dry weight) 412/8a 681b 721/6c 911/1d 996/4e
Root’s prolin (mml on gr of wet weight) 7/14a 9/91b 14/42c 31/06d 37/56e
Airy organ’s prolin (m mol on gr of wet weight) 3/401a 3/952a 4/429b 9/312b 12/031c
Solution’s suger of root µgr on gr of abstract weight) 40/62a 44/24b 46/52b 49/07c 52/2d
Solution’s sugar of airy organs µgr on gr of dry weight) 5/12a 7/55b 8/48b 9/06b 12/42c

Numbers with dissimilar words in each line indicate the statistically difference in possibility level 1%.

essential for snthesis of chlorophyll [24]. It seems that Cr The results are in agreement with finding on wheat
by damaging the root of plant and causing inequality in and corn. Accumulation of this element in roots is one of
absorbance of essential elements like N, Mn and Fe could mechanism of tolerance in some other plant types. Totally,
inhibit chlorophyll synthesis and decrease of its accumulation of Cr is different in parts of plant and there
(chlorophyll) concentration. is a limitation in transferring of this element to aerial part.

Sign of depletion is seen as yellowish and burning of Because Cr  attach to cation exchange receptors and
leaves. In this study, decrease of K and Ca was seen as become immobile. So, most of absorbed Cr were
result of increase in Cr. This metal cause malfunction in accumulated in root while some of it move to aerial part
plant tissues feed. In some cases, this metal stop entrance [26]. Most of this element accumulates in vacuoles of root
of some cations like K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn into root. It has to reduce toxic effect of it and this is a natural reaction of
been show that the Cr can effect on inorganic feeding of plant to toxic materials [5]. In our study, increase of
plant due to having similar structure to some inorganic proline was occurred due to increase of chromium in root
elements. This element has a competitive effect with some and areal part of plant. This is common process in plant.
inorganic elements like Fe, Mn, Ca, Mg, K, P and N. it Increase of proline in plants is a defensive mechanism.
acutely reduce their movement and absorbance [2]. It has proline increase tolerance of plant by several mechanisms
been reported that Cr acutely inhibit H - ATPase. such as elimination of hydroxyl radicals, osmotic+

Inhibition in activity of this membrane pomp is maybe due adjustment, inhibition of destroying of enzymes and
to changes in structure and destroying of membrane maintaining protein synthesis [27]. One of the defensive
which is caused by formation of free radicals. This cause mechanisms to Cr is synthesis and accumulation of some
decrease in activities of absorbance and movement of cell amino acids like proline that is an osmotic alignment and
membrane of root that consequently reduce absorbance reduce toxicity of heavy metals [28]. More accumulation
of most nutrition elements [7]. It seems that decrease in of proline in root of plant can show the importance of
amount of ca and k of leaves is due to decrease of growth osmosis alignment in absorbance places. In this study,
of root into base soil that is affected from high toxicity of increase of soluble sugars was observed due to increase
this chromuim. The results of this study are parallel with of concentration of Cr in root and aerial parts of plant.
mural [25] finding on tomato. Results showed that Cr Increase of soluble sugar in plants has been reported in
accumulate in root and aerial part of plant that must of this some condition like salinity, chill, dryness and heavy
accumulation is in root. metals  [29].  Accumulation  of  soluble   sugars   in  stress

6+
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condition helps the osmotic adjustment and cause 10. Stoeppler, M., 1991. Chromium, in metals and their
maintenance and defense of biomolecules and compounds  in the environment. E. Merian, (Ed),
membranes. Moreover, plant can maintain osmotic VCH. Weinham.
potential and maintains carbohydrate supplement in this 11. Sanitata di toppi, L. and R. Gabbriella, 1999.
situation [30]. Response to Cr in higher plant- Review. Environ. and

According to this study, increase of Cr in cultivate Exp. Bot., 45: 105-130.
media could create the oxidative change, peroxiding of 12. Lasat, M.M.and A.J.M. Baker, 1996. Physiological
membrane lipids and change in structure of membrane of characterization of roots Zn absorption and
cells and inhibit growth of plant. Increase in soluble translocation to shoot in Zn hyperaccmulator and
sugars at aerial and especially in root show the adaptation nonaccumulator species of Thlaspi. Plant Physiol.,
of plant to maintain osmotic condition. Producing of free 112: 1715-1722.
radicals is one of symptoms associated with toxicity of Cr 13. Bates, L.S., S.P. Waldren and I.D. Teare, 1973. Rapid
that follows oxidative damage and decrease in growth. determination of free proline for water- stress studies.
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